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GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

SHUTTER COLLECTION
SHUTTERGUARD® SHUTTERSTYLE® HURRICANE THERMOWOOD® TIMBER WOOD
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SHUTTERGUARD® ALUMINIUM SECURITY SHUTTERS
ShutterGuard® Aluminium Security Shutters are a savvy, stylish, safety
solution for windows or doors – offering security without compromising
on the aesthetics of your home, commercial or retail space.
The patented gear lock keeps the shutters in place. A 60 mm patented bolt secures the shutters to the floor, leaving no leverage to lift
the lock out of the track. A 34 mm bolt secures the top track when locked. The Cisa system allows you to lock the shutters with a
unique security key. Should you wish to have a double-sided lock, please request this from us.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

UV Blockage:

100% when closed

Impervious to moisture

Weight:

14 kg/m

Easy to clean

Min/Max Width:

250 - 850 mm

Control of noise and temperature

Min/Max Height:

650 - 2900 mm

Control light with Astragal lip

Material:

Aluminium

Rustproof

2

SHUTTERGUARD

®

Like GI Jane, they’re pretty but tough.
60 mm patented bolt secures shutters to floor when locked

SECURITY

10-YEAR WARRANTY

RUSTPROOF

OUTDOOR

INDOOR

Ergonomically designed shutter lock and louvre locking system

CUSTOM COLOURS

STANDARD COLOURS

Matte Anthracite Grey

Matte Light Grey

Matte Stone Grey

Matte White

CUSTOM COLOURS
Custom colours are available, please speak to your sales representative. An additional fee will apply to all custom colours. Manufacture lead times require an extra 5 days.
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SHUTTERSTYLE® ALUMINIUM BARRIER SECURITY SHUTTERS
Introducing Taylor’s sleek ShutterStyle® Shutters.
New ShutterStyle® Security Shutters. Playing it patently safe.
Introducing Taylor’s new sleek ShutterStyle® Shutters. Innovation that’s both affordable and aesthetically pleasing. These beautiful shutters
offer a lightweight alternative to traditional security shutters. F
 or the last 6 years, we’ve refined our technique to bring you a product with
the Taylor seal of security and renowned quality. Featuring a 60 mm bolt, and a sleek new slide action and push-lock system, ShutterStyle®
Shutters don’t compromise on beauty and functionality. They are made from slim, yet robust aluminium. Suitable for both indoors and
outdoors, these stylish shutters offer modular track options, new-to-market light-blocking system and seamless lines.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Min/Max Width:

250 - 850 mm

Min/Max Height:

600 - 2900 mm
300 x 2900 mm
850 x 2900 mm
Except (Bipass)
Width 1200 mm Height 2900 mm

Material:

SHUTTERSTYLE
BARRIER ALUMINIUM
SECURITY SHUTTERS
5-YEAR WARRANTY

RUSTPROOF

OUTDOOR

Aluminium

SECURITY

®

EASY TO CLEAN

UNIQUE FEATURES

ShutterStyle® uses a new slide action and push-lock system
Patented integrated louvre lock

Lightweight & Robust Aluminium

Operating mechanisms of the shutter are concealed with only one
visible fixing.

Modular Track System

Range of profiles that will accommodate multiple tracks, raised and recess
combinations and also the covering of rough edges to floor finishes.

Light-blocking System

Flexible clip fits eliminate incoming light between shutter panels.

Trimming of Panels

Allows for shutter panels to be trimmed with minimum replacement
of components.

Flush Lock

Easy to lock and unlock with the new sliding flush lock, allowing you to conveniently
operate the sliding lock without locking the shutters automatically.

No-show seamless tilt mechanism

Tilt rods are fitted inside the shutter panels meaning fewer unsightly hinges.

Bipass System Versatility

Bipass system can be a bottom roller instead of top hung, allowing for more
opportunities to install the shutter.

Wider Panel Practicality

The beauty of aluminium allows us to manufacture wider panels, eliminating the need
for additional shutter panels in your window or door opening.

60 mm patented throw bolt secures the shutters to the floor
34 mm bolt secures shutters to top track

INDOOR

CUSTOM COLOURS

Unique New Flush Lock

Unique New Light-blocking System

Patented New Internal Tilt Rod Mechansim

STANDARD COLOURS

Matte White

CUSTOM COLOURS
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Matte Light Grey

Matte Stone Grey

Matte Anthracite Grey
60 mm patented bolt secures shutters to floor when locked

Custom colours are available, please speak to your sales representative. An additional fee will apply to all custom colours. Manufacture lead times require an extra 5 days.
www.taylorblinds.co.za
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SHUTTERGUARD® VS. SHUTTERSTYLE®
SHUTTERGUARD®

SECURITY

SHUTTERGUARD VS. SHUTTERSTYLE

®

VERDICT: WINNER

- Patented Cassette System 
- 2-way Gear Locking System
- 60 mm Bolt In Bottom Track
- 34 mm Bolt In Top Track
- Louvre Locks
- Definite For A Free-Standing Home
- Premium Offering
- Strong Aluminium
- Builder’s Key

- Sliding Action and Push-lock System
- Patented Integrated Louvre Locks
- 60 mm Bolt Into Bottom Track
- 34 mm Bolt Into Top Track
- Keyed Alike 
- Perfect Choice For Estate Homes

SHUTTERGUARD®
WINS ON SECURITY

- Modern Design Face Plate
- Light Filtering Styles

- Minimalist Design
- Patented Hidden Tilt Rod
- Less Bulky & Lighter
- Seamless Finishes
- Light Gap Eliminating Technology
- Easy To Lock/Unlock

SHUTTERSTYLE®
WINS ON AESTHETICS

AESTHETICS

®

SHUTTERSTYLE®

F or the security conscious:
ShutterGuard® offers enhanced patented
security with style.

F or the style conscious: 
ShutterStyle® offers premium affordable style
with security functionality.

SHUTTERGUARD®

SHUTTERSTYLE®

For the security conscious:
ShutterGuard® offers enhanced patented security with style.

For the style conscious: 
ShutterStyle® offers premium affordable style with security functionality.

UNIQUE PATENTS

Quality, Innovation & Trust Since 1959
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Flush Lock

Easy to lock and unlock with the new sliding flush lock,
allowing you to conveniently operate the sliding lock without
locking the shutters automatically.

No-show seamless
tilt mechanism

Tilt rods are fitted inside the shutter panels meaning fewer
unsightly hinges.
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HURRICANE ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS
The folding louvre Hurricane Shutters will open up any space, letting the
outside in, while controlling the light, noise and temperature of your room.
Hello sunshine, goodbye dark and stormy days. With Taylor’s Hurricane Shutters you can weather the storms and bask in sunlight on
the lovely days. Hurricane Aluminium Shutters were originally designed to protect windows and doors from storms and high winds
without compromising the aesthetics of a space. Suitable for both homes and offices, these stylish shutters, made entirely from
aluminium, are not only beautiful but are functional, durable, won’t rust, are easy to clean and come with up to 10-year warranties.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

UV Blockage:

100% when closed

Rustproof

Weight:

14 kg/m2

Easy to clean

Min/Max Width:

250 - 850 mm

Control of noise and temperature

Min/Max Height:

500 - 2900 mm

Control light

Material:

Aluminium

Will not crack, split or warp

HURRICANE

Let the good days in. Keep the bad days out.
Ergonomically designed turn bolt

10-YEAR WARRANTY

RUSTPROOF

OUTDOOR

INDOOR

Ergonomically designed shutter lock and louvre locking system

60 mm patented bolt secures shutters to floor when locked

CUSTOM COLOURS
STANDARD COLOURS

Matte Anthracite Grey

Matte Light Grey

Matte Stone Grey

Matte White

CUSTOM COLOURS
Custom colours are available, please speak to your sales representative. An additional fee will apply to all custom colours. Manufacture lead times require an extra 5 days.
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UP TO

YEARS

THERMOWOOD SHUTTERS
®

UP TO

YEARS

Thermowood® Shutters are practical, custom-made louvre door shutters,
manufactured from a durable, specially engineered wood substitute –
extruded PVC – that has been thoroughly tested under stringent humid,
hot and dry conditions to ensure longevity.
Natural light. Privacy on demand. Modern day living with our beautiful climate begs for spaces to be opened up to let in natural light
and fresh air while maximising the views. Retractable, stacking shutters merge indoor and outdoor living, extending your living space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

UV Blockage:

100% when closed

Impervious to moisture

Weight:

8 kg/m2

Easy to clean

Min/Max Width:

240 - 600 mm

Will not crack, split or warp

Min/Max Height:

450 - 2900 mm

Material:

Extruded PVC

THERMOWOOD

®

A breath of fresh air.
3-YEAR WARRANTY

RUSTPROOF

INDOOR ONLY

CONTROL LIGHT, NOISE & TEMPERATURE

Side profile of Thermowood® louvre

Thermowood® louvres with tilt rod

AVAILABLE STANDARD COLOURS

Holland

Lime-wash

*Kindly note: no custom colours are available for Thermowood®.
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Magnolia

Satin-white

Ash Grey

White

TIMBER WOOD SHUTTERS
Beautifully finished and manufactured in South Africa from hand-selected
solid timber, our Timber Wood range of shutters is 100% custom made.
For those whose sense of style often outweighs their budget, these shutters
offer a stylish, yet affordable solution.
They are available in all the configurations you have come to expect from Taylor; however, our timber range also offers you further design
flexibility by adding a variety of shapes like circular, triangle, half circles - in fact, practically any shape you can think of.
Style should not sacrifice the ability to withstand inclement weather conditions, so these shutters are suited to both indoors and exteriors.
Our components and materials are up to 30% thicker and more robust than imported alternatives. This continues our now legendary
reputation for manufacturing to the highest standards of quality, backed by a full 5-year warranty.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

UV Blockage:

100% when closed

Rustproof

Max Panel Width:

850 mm

Easy to clean

Max Panel Height:

2900 mm

Control of noise and temperature

Material:

Solid Timber

100% customisable shapes
Indoors and Outdoors
5-year warranty

TIMBER WOOD

Solid, reliable, beautiful and affordable.
Four words you don’t often see together.
5-YEAR WARRANTY

RUSTPROOF

OUTDOOR

INDOOR

CUSTOM COLOURS

NATURAL TIMBER WOOD
Hinges used to join shutter panels

Aluminium latch lock

Louvre with timber tilt rod (optional)

STAINED STANDARD TIMBER COLOURS*

Java

Mahogany

Walnut

Honey

Beech

Taupe

Cream

Grey

PAINTED STANDARD TIMBER COLOURS*

Black

Anthracite

*Kindly note: no custom colours are available for Timber Wood.
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Satin White

Pure White

SHUTTER TRACK AND CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

HOW OUR RANGE OF SHUTTERS STACK UP
SHUTTERGUARD®
ALUMINIUM SECURITY
SHUTTERS

SHUTTERSTYLE®
ALUMINIUM BARRIER
SECURITY SHUTTERS

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Extruded PVC

Solid Timber

WARRANTY

10 Years

5 Years

10 Years

3 Years

5 Years

COLOURS

Matte White, Matte Light Grey,
Matte Stone Grey,
Matte Anthracite Grey

Matte White, Matte Light Grey,
Matte Stone Grey,
Matte Anthracite Grey,

Matte White, Matte Light Grey,
Matte Stone Grey,
Matte Anthracite Grey

Holland, Lime-wash,
Magnolia, Satin-white,
Ash Grey, White

Our timber range is available
in standard painted and
stained colours

Custom colours available**

Custom colours available**

Custom colours available**

No custom colours available

Custom colours available**

TRACK OPTIONS - ALL SHUTTERS
LIP

NO LIP

MATERIAL

HURRICANE
THERMOWOOD®
ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS SHUTTERS

TIMBER WOOD
SHUTTERS

INTERNAL USE
EXTERNAL USE
Top track with lip.
Aluminium flat sheet, colour matched,
to neaten uneven walls, window frames
and close light gaps

Top track without lip

Bottom track raised

Bottom track recessed

Face fixed against the wall

Reveal-fixed inside the
window door reveal

RUSTPROOF
DELIVER ON SECURITY
STACKABLE

CONFIGURATIONS - ALL SHUTTERS

SUITABLE FOR DOORS
& WINDOWS

Bifold

Cottage

Bipass

Slider

MANUFACTURE TIME

2 Weeks: Matte White
3 Weeks: Matte Light Grey,
Matte Stone Grey, Matte
Anthracite Grey

3 - 4 Weeks: All standard
colours

2 Weeks: Matte White
3 Weeks: Matte Light Grey,
Matte Stone Grey, Matte
Anthracite Grey

2 Weeks: All standard colours

20 Days: Standard painted
colours
25 Days: Stained or custom
colours and custom frame
manufacture

Bifold, Bipass, Slider,
Cottage Style or Cottage
Arch Frame configuration

Bifold, Bipass, Slider,
Cottage Style or Cottage
Arch Frame configuration

Bifold, Bipass, Slider,
Cottage Style or Cottage
Arch Frame configuration

Bifold, Bipass, Cottage Style
Frame, Cottage Arch Frame,
Standard Frame or Decorative
Frame. Available with centre
located tilt rod or
Clearview® option

Bifold, Bipass, Cottage Style
Frame, Cottage Arch Frame,
Standard Frame or Decorative
Frame. Available with centre
located tilt rod or
Clearview® option

Min-Max shutter width:
250 - 850 mm
Min-Max shutter height:
650 - 2900 mm

Min-Max shutter width:
250 - 850 mm
Min-Max shutter height:
650 - 2900 mm
300 - 2900 mm
850 - 2900 mm
Except Bipass:
1200 - 2900 mm

Min-Max shutter width:
250 - 850 mm
Min-Max shutter height:
500 - 2900 mm

Min-Max shutter width:
240 - 600 mm
Min-Max shutter height:
450 - 2900 mm

Min-Max shutter width:
250 - 850 mm
Min-Max shutter height:
450 - 2900 mm

Security keys and louvre locks

Security key

Louvre locks only as an
optional extra*

Yes. Astragal frame removes
light gap between shutter
panels

Yes. Patented light gap
eliminating technology

Astragal frame removes light
gap between shutter panels.
This is only applied as an
optional extra*

Yes. Light control depends
on the louvres’ tilt when
closing/opening

Yes. Light control depends
on the louvres’ tilt when
closing/opening

PRIVACY CONTROL

85 - 100% (not possible to
see through closed shutters)

85 - 100% (not possible to
see through closed shutters)

85 - 100% (not possible to
see through closed shutters)

85 - 100% (not possible to
see through closed shutters)

85 - 100% (not possible to
see through closed shutters)

SECURITY

ShutterGuard® is a security
shutter system which
includes a patented Taylor
2-way aluminium gear lock
system. 60 mm patented bolt
secures shutters to the floor
while a 34 mm bolt secures
the shutters to the top track.
Patented louvre cassette.

New sliding action
Push-lock system
Integrated louvre lock
Patented internal tilt
mechanism

Hurricane Shutters are not
a security shutter system

Thermowood® is not a
security shutter system

Timber Wood Shutters are
not a security shutter system

PIVOT OPTIONS - ALL SHUTTERS
CONFIGURATIONS
Either the extreme left or extreme right panel is fixed and
does not move. The other panels therefore pivot from
this fixed point
Floating
(When stacked, all shutter panels
can move either left or right)

Cottage arch
(Please note, no bottom frame)
ShutterStyle® Only

MAXIMUM & MINIMUM
PANEL SIZES

Pivot, either left or right

TIMBER WOOD® AND THERMOWOOD®

FRAMES

ACCESSORIES

TILT ROD

LIGHT CONTROL
Tilt rods offer owners the opportunity to open
and close the shutters with the rod, which is
placed on the louvres, running down the middle
of each shutter pane

Standard frame

Decorative frame

With tilt rod

Without tilt rod, also
known as Clearview®

*CUSTOMISED FRAME SHAPE EXAMPLES - TIMBER WOOD®

NEW FEATURES

CONSUMER
Circle

Half circle

Arch

Triangle

Lighter aluminium
Integrated tilt mechansim
No unsightly rivets
Modular track
Security conscious:
ShutterGuard® offers
enhanced patented security

Style conscious:
ShutterStyle® offers
affordable premium style
with security functionality

Weather barrier conscious

*Optional extras for Hurricane Shutters include: Astragal Frame to remove light gap between shutter panels and louvre locks to lock louvres.
**Custom colours and frame shapes are available at a surcharge and will add an extra 1 week to the lead time.
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WHO ARE WE?
For over 60 years, Taylor has been synonymous with providing service excellence and innovative, elegant, quality products. Be it stylish aluminium or wood-substitute shutters, contemporary security gates, the
streamlined simplicity of venetian, vertical, roller or woven blinds, Taylor has the perfect solution for your home or office.
Taylor innovation is savvy – merging design and functionality to provide stylish, sleek and practical window and door covering custom-made solutions.

HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT?
We know everyone has unique tastes so we work alongside home owners, designers and architects to provide Taylor-made-to-measure, locally manufactured, top quality products that are delivered and installed within
our committed time frame to you.
We pride ourselves on our quality and service and offer a warranty on all products manufactured in our factory that they will be free from defects in material and workmanship, for a set period ranging from 2 to 10 years from
date of delivery. This warranty is given subject to certain conditions.

QUICK TURNAROUND
We have an 8000 m2 purpose-built factory and are able to manufacture within a maximum of two weeks from signed-off order*. Our service ethic includes the highest quality control, which is why we confidently offer
2 to 10-year warranties, depending on the product.

SECURITY WITH STYLE
Security shouldn’t come at the expense of style. ShutterGuard® Aluminium Shutters are stylish, rustproof and perhaps, more importantly, through innovative construction, they also provide high-end security when closed.
So you’ll have complete peace of mind when away from home. Think of it as a haute couture suit of armour.

OFFICES & SHOWROOMS | 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
CPT: 10 Hoist Avenue, Montague Gardens | +27 (0) 21 552-5080 | sales@taylorblinds.co.za
JHB: Unit 9, Moon River, 6 River Close, Barbeque Downs, Kyalami | +27 (0) 11 794-1743 | salesjhb@taylorblinds.co.za
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